**Team Specs:**
School: University of North Florida  
State: Florida  
Distance Traveled: 7,394 km  
First year competing: This is the first year for the University and also for the students competing.

Team Photo:

From left to Right:  
Keith Stilson *(Team Captain)* **Manufacturing Engineer**  
Shane Kennett **Controls Engineer**  
Nick Waytowich **Logistics Engineer**

Grade Levels: We are all Mechanical Engineers that just graduated with our bachelor’s degree.

**ROV Specs:**
ROV Name: BlueRay  
Material Cost: $2200  
Primary Materials: PVC, Aluminum, Delrin  
Dimensions: 29cm high, 81 cm long, 38 cm wide  
Weight: 13.6 kg  
Safety: Circuit fuse and emergency shutoff switch.

ROV: